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CHAPTER 6

Balance Toppled

Who Owns the Bits?

Stealing Music

As an inmate serving a life sentence in a Florida prison, William Demler doesn’t have many creature comforts, and when the prison system took away his digital music collection, he sued. Demler had purchased the only digital music player permitted in the prison and, over more than five years, filled it with more than $550 worth of music, at a cost of $1.70 a song. (Like much else in prisons, music costs more, and it can only be stored on proprietary players and in a prison-proprietary cloud.)

Prison authorities say they were just switching music-system vendors—and the new system, incompatible with the old, wouldn’t let users transfer previously purchased music. Instead, those who owned older music players would be given a new tablet and a $50 credit for new music. Demler says the switch violated the promise made by the music service: “Once music is purchased, you’ll always own it.” The alternatives he was offered—sending the old player or a music CD to a relative outside prison—wouldn’t do him any good inside, where commerce and communications are strictly limited.

Demler’s lawsuit sought class action status on behalf of his fellow Florida music purchasers: All of them had purchased music they expected to be able to listen to throughout their prison terms and now found that they’d have to buy it again if they wanted to continue listening.

At the time of the suit, Florida officials were unable to explain why inmates couldn’t simply transfer music from one system to another. But the answer likely has to do with a funny mix of copyright and contract controlling these particular bits.
Music, like other creative works, is protected by copyright once fixed in a “tangible medium of expression.” (Digital recording counts as “fixation.”) Copyright restricts the making of copies or derivative works to those with authorization from the copyright holders—and in the case of music, the copyright holders can include composers, songwriters, and performers.

With analog media—books, vinyl records, or oil paintings—when you purchase a physical copy, the copyright holder’s rights over the copy end with that “first sale.” You can resell the book, listen to the record as many times as you like, and charge admission to the museum in which you hang the oil painting. A library can purchase books and lend them repeatedly with no further interaction with the copyright holder. An e-book, by contrast, can’t be read without making copies: from the “shelf” to a reader device and even within the random-access memory (RAM) of the device itself. If all these copies count for the purposes of copyright authorization, then they tie many more strings to an e-book than to its paper equivalent. While courts have ruled against “shrink-wrap” licenses on books, they have validated the click-through licenses routinely used on electronic media and software.

Back to Mr. Demler in Florida: While he had physical possession of the media player, most of his songs were in the provider’s cloud storage, subject to the service provider’s contractual terms and whims. Some terms stem from agreements with music copyright holders (usually aggregated through record labels and music publishing societies) for the “copies” the provider makes to send to each listener. When the State of Florida ended its contract with the provider, it made no provision to get that music out, leaving its inmates in silence.

You don’t have to be in prison to experience the ephemerality of digital music. End a subscription to Spotify or Apple Music, and you likewise lose access to the playlists or music collections you’ve built there. While you’re in the silo, you get access to vast amounts of recorded music, but you can’t take it with you.

As we will describe, the copyright wars have escalated and morphed. What started with lawsuits against music sharers has grown to lawsuits by those unable to retain their music. In a temporary equilibrium, copyright holders have turned to subscription services for music, TV, and movies (Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, Apple TV) and tacitly acknowledge “format shifting” by those determined to preserve “their” music by buying CDs and ripping them to storage. Yet this also represents a re-centralization of the entertainment business: As an artist, if you’re not part of one of the big services—accepting their terms—you’ll have a hard time being seen and heard. Independent media survive, especially on podcasts and SoundCloud
(“if you liked that, here’s my soundcloud” has become a meme) but it’s too early to say if they will thrive.

Automated Crimes, Automated Justice

Tanya Andersen was home having dinner with her eight-year-old daughter in December 2005 when they were interrupted by a knock at the door.\(^2\) It was a legal process server, armed with a lawsuit from the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), a trade organization representing half a dozen music publishers that together control over 90% of music distribution in the United States. The RIAA claimed that the Oregon single mother surviving on disability payments owed them close to a million dollars for illegally downloading 1,200 tracks of gangsta rap and other copyrighted music.

Andersen’s run-in with the RIAA had begun nine months earlier, with a “demand letter” from a Los Angeles law firm. The letter stated that “a number of record companies” had sued her for copyright infringement and that she could settle for $4,000–$5,000 or face the consequences. She suspected the letter was a scam and protested to the RIAA that she had never downloaded any music. Andersen repeatedly offered to let the record companies verify this for themselves by inspecting her computer’s hard drive, but the RIAA refused the offers. At one point, an RIAA representative admitted to her that he believed she was probably innocent. But, he warned, once the RIAA starts a lawsuit, they don’t drop it, because doing so would encourage other people to defend themselves against the recording industry’s claims.

Andersen found a lawyer after the December lawsuit was served, and they convinced a judge to order an inspection of the hard drive. The RIAA’s own expert determined that Andersen’s computer had never been used for illegal downloading. But instead of dropping the suit, the RIAA increased the pressure on Andersen to settle. They demanded that their lawyers be allowed to take a deposition from Andersen’s daughter and even tried to reach the child directly by calling the apartment. An unknown woman phoned her elementary school principal, falsely claiming to be her grandmother and asking about the girl’s attendance. RIAA lawyers contacted Andersen’s friends and relatives and told them that Andersen was a thief who collected violent, racist music. The pressure on the 41-year-old Andersen, who suffered from a painful illness and emotional problems, forced her to abandon her hope of entering a back-to-work program. Instead, she sought additional psychiatric care. Finally, after two years, Andersen was able to file a motion for summary judgment, which required the RIAA to come to court with proof of its claims. When the RIAA could not produce proof, the case was dismissed.\(^3\)
Between 2003 and 2008, the RIAA filed more than 35,000 lawsuits against individuals for illegal downloading. It sued children; it sued seniors; it sued disabled people; it sued dead people. It sued people who didn’t have a computer or an Internet connection at home; it even sued homeless people. The process began when MediaSentry, RIAA’s investigative company, logged in to a file-sharing network in search of computers hosting music for download. MediaSentry connected to these computers and scanned them for music files. When it found something suspicious, it sent the computer’s IP address to the RIAA’s anti-piracy group, together with a list of the files it found. RIAA staff members downloaded and listened to a few of the file to verify that they were in fact copyrighted songs. Then the RIAA filed a lawsuit against “John Doe,” the person who used the computer at the offending IP address. With the lawsuit as a legal basis, the RIAA subpoenaed the computer’s Internet service provider, forcing disclosure of the real name of the John Doe user at that IP address. The RIAA sent the user its demand letter, naming the songs that were verified and citing the total number of songs found as the basis for damages. The letter offered an opportunity to settle; the average settlement demand was about $4,000, non-negotiable.

It was an automated sort of justice for the digital age. But these are automated sorts of crimes. File-sharing programs were commonly configured to start up and run automatically, exchanging files without human intervention. The computer’s owner might not even be aware that it had been configured to upload files in the background.

It’s also an error-prone form of justice. Matching names to IP addresses is unreliable; several computers on the same wireless network might share the same IP address. An Internet service provider allocating IP addresses might shift them around, so that a computer with a particular IP address today might not be the same computer that was file sharing from that IP address last week. Even if it is the same computer, there’s no way to prove who was using it at the time. And maybe there was a clerical error in reporting.

The RIAA knows that the process was flawed, but given its stake in stopping downloading, the organization saw no choice. Not only was the RIAA seeing its products being distributed for free, but it might be liable to lawsuits from artists for neglecting to protect the artists’ copyrights. Explains Amy Weiss, RIAA senior vice president for communications, “When you fish with a net, you sometimes are going to catch a few dolphin....But we also realize that this cybershoplifting needs to stop.” Besides Andersen, other snared “dolphin” included a Georgia family that didn’t own a computer, a paralyzed stroke victim in Florida sued for files downloaded in Michigan, and an 83-year-old West Virginia woman who hated computers and who, as it turned out, was deceased.
The High Stakes for Infringement

$750 a Song

The minimum damages that the court must award for infringement is $750 per infringing act. In cases where the infringement can be shown to be “willful,” damages could be as high as $150,000 per infringement, or $600 million for the 4,000 songs on an iPod. For defendants who can prove that they weren’t even aware of the infringement, the court still must award at least $200 per infringement—a “mere” $800,000 for 4,000 songs.\(^9\)

Error or not, most people choose to pay when they get a demand letter. The cost of settling is less than the legal fees for contesting, and the cost of losing the lawsuit is staggering: damages of at least $750 for each song downloaded. The 4,000-song contents of a 20 GB iPod would be grounds for minimum damages of $3 million—a thousand times the cost of purchasing those songs on iTunes. (A GB, or giga-byte, is about a billion bytes.)

Driftnet justice, automated policing of automated crimes, and $3 million minimum damages for an iPod’s worth of music are consequences of policies honed for a pre-networked world colliding with the exponentials of the digital explosion. Take the $3 million iPod. This traces to the Copyright Act of 1976, which introduced a provision letting copyright holders sue for minimum statutory damages of $750 per infringement.

The rationale for statutory damages is to ensure that the penalty is sufficient to deter infringement even when actual damages to the copyright holder are small. The scale of the damages has dreadful consequences in the age of digital reproduction because each song copied (uploaded or downloaded) counts as a separate infringement. That way of reckoning “acts of infringement” may have seemed reasonable when the standards were set in pre-Internet 1976—when people could make only a few unauthorized copies, one by one. But the damage calculations balloon into unreality when 1,000 songs can be downloaded to a home computer in a few minutes over a high-speed network connection.

Although the digital explosion may have blown the legal penalties for infringement out of realistic proportion to the offense, it has also brought a more fundamental change: that the public is now concerned with copyright at all. Before the Internet, what could an ordinary person do to infringe copyright—make 50 photocopies of a book and sell them on the street corner? That would surely be infringement. But it would also be a lot of work, and the financial loss to the copyright holder would be insignificant.

Of all the dislocations of the digital explosion, the loss of the copyright balance is the most rancorous. Ordinary people can now effortlessly copy and distribute information on a massive scale. Listeners clash with a content
industry whose economics relies on ordinary people not doing precisely that. As a result, millions of people are today vilified as “pirates” and “thieves,” while content providers are demonized as subverters of innovation and consumer freedom trying to protect their outdated business models.

The war over copyright and the Internet has been escalating for more than 25 years. It is a spiral of more and more technology that makes it ever easier for more and more people to share more and more information. This explosion is countered by a legislative response that brings more and more acts within the scope of copyright enforcement, subject to punishments that grow ever more severe. Regulation tries to keep pace by banning technology, sometimes even before the technology exists. Single mothers facing mind-numbing lawsuits are merely collateral damage in that war today. If we cannot slow the arms race, tomorrow’s casualties may come to include the open Internet and the dynamic innovation that fuels the information revolution.

**Sharing Becomes a Crime**

Copyright infringement was not even a criminal matter in the United States until the turn of the twentieth century, although an infringer could be sued for civil damages. Infringement with a profit motive first became a crime in 1897. The maximum punishment was then a year in prison and a $1,000 fine. Things stayed that way until 1976, when Congress started enacting a series of laws that repeatedly increased the penalties, motivated largely by prompting from

---

**Sending a Message**

In October 2007, Jammie Thomas, a Minnesota single mother of two who earns $36,000 a year, was found guilty of sharing 24 songs on the Kazaa file-sharing network...and fined $222,000: $9,250 per song. This was the first of the RIAA’s 16,000 lawsuits that went all the way to jury trial. In the others, people settled or, as with Tanya Andersen, the case was dismissed or dropped. Given the legal statutory damages for infringement, Thomas’s fine for 24 songs could have been anywhere between $18,000 and $3.6 million. A juror interviewed afterward reported that there were people advocating for fines at both ends of that spectrum during deliberation: “We wanted to send a message that you don’t do this, that you have been warned.” Said the RIAA’s lawyer after the verdict was read, “This is what can happen if you don’t settle.”

Of all the dislocations of the digital explosion, the loss of the copyright balance is the most rancorous.
the RIAA and the MPAA (Motion Picture Association of America). By 1992, an infringement conviction could result in a ten-year prison sentence and stiff fines, but only if the infringement was done “for the purpose of commercial advantage or private financial gain.” Without a commercial motive, there was no crime.\textsuperscript{11}

That changed in 1994.

During the 1980s, MIT became one of the first universities to deploy large numbers of computer workstations connected to the Internet and open to anyone on campus. Even several years later, public clusters of networked powerful computers were not very common. In December 1993, some students in one of the clusters noticed a machine that was strangely unresponsive and was strenuously exercising its disk drive. When the computer staff examined this “bug,” they discovered that the machine was acting as a file-server bulletin board—a relay point where people around the Internet were uploading and downloading files. Most of the files were computer games, and there was also some word-processing software.

MIT, like most other universities, prefers to handle matters like this internally, but in this case there was a complication: The FBI had asked about this very same machine only a few days earlier. Federal agents had been investigating some crackers in Denmark who were trying to use MIT machines to break into National Weather Service computers. While measuring network traffic into and out of MIT, the bureau had noticed a lot of activity coming from this particular machine. The bulletin board had nothing to do with the Denmark operation, but MIT felt that it had to tell the FBI what was happening. An agent staked out the machine and ended up accusing an MIT undergraduate of operating the bulletin board.

The Justice Department seized on the case. The software industry was growing rapidly in 1994, and the Internet was just starting to enter the public eye—and here was the power of the Internet being turned to “piracy.” The Boston U.S. Attorney issued a statement claiming that the MIT bulletin board was responsible for more than a million dollars in monetary losses, adding, “We need to respond to the culture that no one is hurt by these thefts and that there is nothing wrong with pirating software.”\textsuperscript{12}

What had occurred at MIT involved copyright infringement to be sure, but there was no commercial motive and hence no crime—no basis on which the Justice Department could act. There might have been grounds for a civil suit, but the companies whose software was involved were not interested in suing. Instead, the Boston U.S. Attorney’s office, after checking with their superiors in Washington, brought a charge of wire fraud against the student, on the grounds that his acts constituted interstate transmission of stolen property.

At the trial, Federal District Judge Stearns dismissed the case, citing a Supreme Court ruling that bootleg copies do not qualify as stolen property. Stearns chas-tised the student, describing his behavior as “heedlessly irresponsible.” The judge
suggested that Congress could modify the copyright law to permit criminal prosecutions in cases like this if it so wished. But he emphasized that changing the rules should be up to Congress, not the courts. To accept the prosecution’s claim, he warned, would “serve to criminalize the conduct...of the myriad of home computer users who succumb to the temptation to copy even a single software program for private use.” He cited congressional testimony from the software industry that even the industry would not consider such an outcome desirable.13

Two years later, Congress responded by passing the 1997 No Electronic Theft (NET) Act. Described by its supporters as “closing the loophole” demonstrated by the MIT bulletin board, NET criminalized any unauthorized copying with retail value over $1000, commercially motivated or not. This addressed Judge Stearns’s suggestion, but it did not heed his caution: From now on, anyone making unauthorized copies at home, even a single copy of an expensive computer program, was risking a year in prison. After only two more years, Congress was back with the Digital Theft Deterrence and Copyright Damages Improvement Act of 1999. Its supporters argued that the NET Act had been ineffective in stopping “piracy” and that penalties needed to be increased.14 The copyright arms race was in full swing.

The Peer-to-Peer Upheaval

The NET Act marked the first time that the Internet had triggered a significant expansion of liability for copyright infringement. It would hardly be the last.

In the summer of 1999, Sean Fanning, a student at Northeastern University, began distributing a new file-sharing program and joined his uncle in forming a company around it: Napster. Napster made it easy to share files, especially music tracks, over the Internet, and to share them on a scale never before seen.

Here is how the system worked: Suppose Napster user Mary wants to share her computer file copy of Sarah McLachlan’s 1999 hit Angel. She tells the Napster service, which adds “Angel; Sarah McLachlan” to its directory, together with an ID for Mary’s computer. Any other Napster user who would like to get a copy of Angel, say Beth, can query the Napster directory to learn that Mary has a copy. Beth’s computer then connects directly to Mary’s computer and downloads the song without any further involvement from the Napster service. The connecting and downloading are done transparently by Napster-supplied software running on Mary’s and Beth’s computers.

The key point is that previous file-sharing setups like the MIT bulletin board were so-called centralized systems. They collected files at a central computer for people to download. Napster, in contrast, maintained only a central directory showing where files on other computers could be found. The individual computers passed the files among themselves directly. This kind of system organization is called a peer-to-peer architecture.
Peer-to-peer architectures make vastly more efficient use of the network than centralized systems, as Figure 6.1 indicates.

**Figure 6.1** Underlying organization of traditional and peer-to-peer client/server network architectures. In the top figure, a traditional centralized file distribution architecture, in which files are downloaded to clients from a central server. On the bottom is a Napster-style peer-to-peer architecture in which the central server holds only directory information, and the actual files are transmitted directly between clients without passing through the server.
In a centralized system, if many users want to download files, they must all get the files from the central server, whose connection to the Internet would consequently become a bottleneck as the number of users grows. In a peer-to-peer system, the central server itself need communicate only a tiny amount of directory information, and the large network load for transmitting the files is distributed over the Internet connections of all the users. Even the slow connections common with personal computers in 1999 were enough for Napster’s peer-to-peer system to let millions of users share music files...which they did. By early 2001, two years after Napster appeared, there were more than 26 million registered Napster users. At some colleges, more than 80% of the on-campus network traffic could be traced to Napster. Students held Napster parties. You hooked up a computer to some speakers and to the Internet, invited your friends over, and for any song title requested, there it was. Someone among those millions of Napster users had the song available for downloading. This was the endless cornucopia of music, the universal jukebox.

The Specter of Secondary Liability

Universal though it may have been, the Napster jukebox was collecting no quarters for the music industry. Previous escapades in file sharing, usually done on a small scale among friends, were barely annoyances from an economic perspective. Even the MIT bulletin board that engendered the No Electronic Theft Act had perhaps a few hundred users altogether. Napster was on a completely different scale, allowing anyone to readily share music files with a few hundred thousand “friends.” The recording industry recognized the threat and, in December 1999, just a few months after Napster appeared, the RIAA sued it for more than $100 million in damages.

Napster protested that it had no liability. After all, Napster itself wasn’t copying any files. It was merely providing a directory service. How could you hold a company liable for simply publishing the locations of items on the Internet? Wasn’t that publication just an example of exercising freedom of speech? Unfortunately for Napster, the California Federal District Court didn’t agree, and in July 2000, the court found Napster guilty of secondary copyright infringement.
(enabling others to infringe and profiting from the infringement). A year later, after an unsuccessful appeal to the Ninth Circuit, the court ordered Napster’s file-sharing service to shut down.

Napster was dead, but it had captured the imagination of the technical community as a striking demonstration of the power of the Internet’s fundamental architecture. No central machine controls the network; every machine in the network has equal rights to send any other machine a message. Machines connected to the Internet are, as the lingo has it, *peers*. The notion of the Internet as a network of peer machines communicating with each other directly—as opposed to a network of client machines mediated by central servers—was hardly new. Even the very first Internet technical specification, published in 1969, described the network architecture in terms of machines interacting as a network of peers. Systems incorporating peer-to-peer communication between larger computers had been in wide use since the early 1980s.¹⁵

Napster showed that the same principle remained valid when the peers were millions of personal computers controlled by ordinary people. Napster’s use of peer-to-peer sharing was illegal, but it demonstrated the potential of the idea. Research and development in distributed computing took off. In 2000 and 2001, more than $500 million was invested in companies building peer-to-peer applications. And transcending its roots as a technical network architecture, “P2P” became enshrined in techno-pop-culture-speak as a catchword for organizations of all types—including social, corporate, and political—that harness the power of myriad cooperating individuals without reliance on central authorities. As one 2001 review gushed, “P2P is a mindset, not a particular technology or industry.”¹⁶

Napster had also given an entire generation a taste of the Internet as universal jukebox for which people would clamor. But the recording companies, which worked together to combat illegal downloading, failed to collaborate to create a legal and profitable Internet music service to fill the vacuum left by Napster. Instead of capitalizing on file-sharing technology, they demonized it as a threat to their business. That technological rejectionism ratcheted up the rancor in the arms race, but it also did something even more shortsighted: The music companies surrendered a vast business opportunity to the profit of more imaginative entrepreneurs. Two years later, Apple would launch its iTunes music store, the first commercially successful music downloading service.

**Sharing Goes Decentralized**

In the meantime, new file-sharing schemes sprouted up that explored new technical architectures in attempts to tiptoe around liability for secondary infringement. Napster’s legal Achilles heel had been its central directory.
As the court had ruled, control of the directory amounted to control of the file-sharing activity, and Napster was consequently liable for that activity. The new architectures got rid of central directories entirely. One of the simplest methods, called *flooding*, works like this: Each computer in the file-sharing network maintains a list of other computers in the network. When file-sharer Beth wants to find a copy of *Angel*, her computer asks all the computers in its list. Each of those computers offers to send Beth a copy of *Angel* if it has one; otherwise it relays Beth’s request to all the computers on its list, and so on, until the request eventually reaches a computer that has the file. Figure 6.2 illustrates the process. In contrast to the Napster-style architecture in Figure 6.1, there’s no central directory. Distributed architectures like this are powerful because they can be extremely robust. The network keeps working even if many individual computers fail or go offline, as long as enough computers remain to propagate the requests.

![Figure 6.2](image)

**Figure 6.2** In contrast to Napster-style peer-to-peer systems illustrated earlier, decentralized file-sharing systems such as Grokster have no central directories.

**Content-Distribution Networks**

The bare-bones flooding method sketched here is too simple to support practical large networks. But the success of decentralized peer-to-peer architectures
has stimulated research into practical *content-distribution network* architectures that exploit the efficiency and robustness of peer-to-peer methods.\textsuperscript{17}

**No Safe Harbors**

The companies building the new generation of file-sharing systems hoped these distributed architectures would also immunize them against liability for secondary copyright infringement. After all, once users had the software, what they did with it was beyond the companies’ knowledge or control. So, how could the companies be held liable for what users did? To the recording industry, however, this was just Napster all over again: exploiting the Internet to promote copyright infringement on a massive scale. In October 2001, the RIAA sued the makers of three of the most popular systems—Grokster, Morpheus, and Kazaa—for damages of $150,000 per infringement.\textsuperscript{18}

The three companies responded that they had no control over the users’ actions. Moreover, their software was only one piece of the infrastructure that enabled file sharing, and there were many other pieces. If the three software companies were liable, wouldn’t makers of the other pieces be liable as well? What about Microsoft, whose operating system lets users of one computer copy files from other computers? What about Cisco, whose routers relay the unlicensed copyrighted material? What about the computer manufacturers, whose machines run the software? Wouldn’t a ruling against the file-sharing network software companies expose the entire industry to liability?

The Supreme Court had provided guidance for navigating these waters with the landmark 1984 case *Sony v. Universal Studios*.\textsuperscript{19} In an episode that foreshadowed the Grokster suit 17 years later, the MPAA had sued Sony Corporation, charging Sony with secondary infringement for selling a device that was threatening to ruin the motion picture industry: the video cassette recorder. As the president of the MPAA thundered before Congress in 1982, “I say to you that the VCR is to the American film producer and the American public as the Boston strangler is to the woman home alone.”\textsuperscript{20}

In a narrow 5-to-4 decision, the Supreme Court ruled in Sony’s favor, holding that even though there was widespread infringement from people using VCRs...

...the sale of copying equipment, like the sale of other articles of commerce, does not constitute contributory infringement if the product is widely used for legitimate, unobjectionable purposes. Indeed, it need merely be capable of substantial non-infringing uses.\textsuperscript{21}
The technology industries applauded. Here was a reasonably clear criterion they could rely on in evaluating the risk in bringing new products to market. Showing that a product was capable of substantial noninfringing uses would provide a “safe harbor” against allegations of secondary infringement.

This 1984 scenario—a new technology, a threatened business model—was now being replayed in the 2001 *Grokster* suit. The file-sharing companies were quick to cite the *Sony* ruling in their defense, explaining that there were many non-infringing uses of file sharing.

In April 2003, the Central California Federal District Court agreed that the *Grokster* case was different from Napster’s case and dismissed the suit, citing the *Sony* decision and commenting that the RIAA was asking the court to “expand existing copyright law beyond its well-drawn boundaries.” In reaction, the RIAA immediately began its campaign of suing individual users of the file-sharing software—the campaign that would later snag Tanya Andersen and Jammie Thomas.

The District Court’s ruling was appealed, and it was upheld by the Ninth Circuit, the same court that had ruled against Napster three years earlier:

> In short, from the evidence presented, the district court quite correctly concluded that the software was capable of substantial non-infringing uses and, therefore, that the *Sony-Betamax* doctrine applied.24

The RIAA naturally appealed, and when the Supreme Court agreed to review the decision, the entire networked world held its breath. Were content publishers to have no legal recourse against massive file sharing? Would the *Sony* safe harbor be overturned? In June 2005, the Court returned a unanimous verdict in favor of the RIAA:

> We hold that one who distributes a device with the object of promoting its use to infringe copyright, as shown by clear expression or other affirmative steps taken to foster infringement, is liable for the resulting acts of infringement by third parties.25

### A Question of Intent

The content industry had won, although it ended up with less than it had hoped for. The MPAA wanted the court to be explicit in weakening the *Sony* “substantial noninfringing use” standard. Instead, the court declared that the *Sony* case was not at issue here, and it would not revisit that standard. The file-sharing companies’ liability, the court said, stemmed not from the capabilities of the software but from the companies’ intent in distributing it.
The technology industries (other than the three defendants, which were driven out of business) breathed an immediate sigh of relief that *Sony* had been left intact. But this was quickly followed by second thoughts. The *Grokster* decision had opened up an entirely new set of grounds on which one could be held liable for secondary infringement. As the court ruled: “Nothing in *Sony* requires courts to ignore evidence of intent to promote infringement if such evidence exists.”

But what evidence? If someone accuses your company of secondary infringement, how confidently can you defend yourself against accusations of bad intent? The *Sony* safe harbor doesn’t seem so safe anymore.

Take an example: The *Grokster* ruling cited “advertising an infringing use” as evidence of an active step taken to encourage infringement. Apple introduced the iTunes desktop with its CD-copying software in 2001. Early advertisements heavily promoted the product with the slogan “Rip, Mix, Burn.” Was that a demonstration of Apple’s bad intent? Many people certainly thought so, including the chair of Disney when he told Congress in 2002, “There are computer companies, that their ads, full-page ads, billboards up and down San Francisco and L.A., that say—what do they say?—‘rip, mix, burn’ to kids to buy the computer.”

Can your company risk introducing a product with that slogan in the post-*Grokster* era? You might expect that you would have every chance of winning an “intent” fight in court, but the risks of losing are catastrophic. In personal infringement cases like Tanya Andersen’s, even the minimum statutory damage penalties of $750 per infringement could have meant a million-dollar claim over the (falsely alleged) songs on her hard drive—a staggering burden for an individual. But a technology company could conceivably be liable for damages based on *every* song illegally copied by *every* user of a device. Say you sell 14 million iPods (the number Apple sold in 2006) times 100 songs allegedly copied per iPod times $750 per song. That’s more than $1 trillion in damages—more than 100 times the total retail revenues of the recording industry worldwide in 2006! Liability like that might seem ridiculous, but that’s the law. It means that guessing wrong is a bet-the-company mistake. Better to be conservative and not introduce products with features that might prompt a lawsuit, even if you are reasonably sure that your products are legal.

**No Commercial Skipping**

In 2001, ReplayTV Network introduced a digital video recorder for television programs that included the ability to skip commercials automatically. It also permitted people to move recorded shows from one ReplayTV machine to another. The company, sued for secondary infringement by the major movie studios and television networks, was driven into bankruptcy before the case
was concluded. The company that bought Replay’s assets settled the case, promising not to include these features in its future models.27

We can speculate about products and features that are unavailable today due to the uncertainties in Grokster’s “intent” standard, coupled with secondary infringement penalties that could lead to nightmarish fines. Companies are naturally reluctant to give examples, but one might ask why songs shared wirelessly with Microsoft Zune players self-destruct after three plays or why some streaming services disable fast forwarding through commercials or refuse to let you move recorded movies to a PC. In 2002, the CEO of a major cable network characterized skipping commercials while watching TV as theft, although he allowed that “I guess there could be a certain amount of tolerance for going to the bathroom.”28

But speculating about the consequences of liability alone is largely pointless because these liability risks have not been increasing in a vacuum. A second front has opened up in the copyright wars. Here, the weapons are not lawsuits but technology.

**Authorized Use Only**

Computers process information by copying bits—between disk and memory, between memory and networks, from one part of memory to another. Actually, most computers are able to “keep” bits in memory only by recopying them over and over, thousands of times a second. (Ordinary computers use what is called dynamic random-access memory, or DRAM. The copying is what makes it “dynamic.”) The relationship of all this essential copying to the kind of copying governed by copyright law has been intellectual fodder for legal scholars—and for lawyers looking for new grounds on which to sue.

Computers cannot run programs stored on disk without copying the program code to memory. Copyright law explicitly permits this copying for the purpose of running the program. But suppose someone wants simply to look at the code in memory, not to run it. Does that require explicit permission from the copyright holder? In 1993, a U.S. Federal Circuit Court ruled that it does.29

Going further, computers cannot display images on the screen without copying them to a special part of memory called a display buffer. Does this mean that, even if you purchase a computer graphic image, you can’t view the image without explicit permission from the copyright holder each time? A 1995 report from the Department of Commerce argued that it does mean exactly this. The same report went on to imply that almost any use of a digital work involves making a copy and therefore requires explicit permission.30
Digital Rights and Trusted Systems

Legal scholars can debate whether copyright law mandates a future of “authorized use only” for digital information. The answer may not matter much because that future is coming to pass through the technologies of digital rights management and trusted systems.

The core idea is straightforward: If computers are making it easy to copy and distribute information without permission, we need to change computers so that copying or distributing without permission is difficult or impossible. This is not an easy change to make; perhaps it cannot be done at all without sacrificing the computer’s ability to function as a general-purpose device. But it’s a change that’s underway nonetheless.

Here is the issue: Suppose (fictitious) Fortress Publishers is in the business of selling content over the Web. The company would like the only people getting Fortress content to be those whose pay. Fortress can start by restricting access on its website to registered users only by requiring passwords. Much web content is sold like this today—for instance, Wall Street Digest or Safari Books Online. The method works well (or at least has worked well so far) for this type of material, but there’s a problem with higher-value content. How does Fortress prevent people who’ve bought its material from copying and redistributing it?

One thing Fortress can do is to distribute their material in encrypted form, in such a way that it can be decrypted and processed only by programs that obey certain rules. For instance, if Fortress distributes PDF documents created with Adobe Acrobat, it can use Adobe LiveCycle Enterprise Suite to control whether people reading the PDF file with Adobe Reader are allowed to print it, modify it, or copy portions of it. Fortress can even arrange to make a document “phone home” over the Internet—that is, to notify Fortress whenever it is opened and report the IP address of the computer that is opening it. Similarly, if Fortress prepares music files for use with Windows Media Player, it can use Microsoft Windows Media Rights Manager to limit the number of times the music can be played, to control whether it can be copied to a portable player or a CD, to force it to expire after a certain period of time, or to make it phone home for permission each time it’s played so that the Fortress web server can check a license and require payment if necessary.

The general technique of distributing content together with control information that restricts its use is called digital rights management (DRM). DRM systems are widely used today, and there are industry specifications (called rights expression languages) that detail a wide range of restrictions that can be imposed.

DRM might appear to solve Fortress’s problem, but the approach is far from airtight. How can Fortress be confident that people using their material are using it with the intended programs, the ones that obey the DRM restrictions? Encrypting the files helps, but as explained in Chapter 5, “Secret Bits,” attackers break
that kind of encryption all the time—it happens regularly with PDF and Windows Media. More simply, someone could modify the document reader or the media player program to save unencrypted copies of the material as they are running, and then distribute those copies all over the Internet for anyone’s use.

To prevent this, Fortress could rely on the computer operating system to require that any program manipulating Fortress content be certified. Before a program is run, the operating system checks a digital signature for the program to verify that the program is approved and has not been altered. That’s better, but a really clever attacker might alter the operating system so that it will run the modified program anyway. How could anyone prevent that? The answer is to build a chip into every computer that checks the operating system each time the machine is turned on. If the operating system has been modified, the computer will not boot. The chip should be tamper-proof so that any attempt to disable it will render the machine inoperable.

This basic technique was worked out during the 1980s and demonstrated in several research and advanced development projects, but only since 2006 has it been ready for wide deployment in consumer-grade computers. The required chip, called a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) chip, was designed by the Trusted Computing Group, a consortium of hardware and software companies formed in 1999. More than half of the computers shipped worldwide today contain TPM chips. Popular operating systems, including Microsoft Windows (beginning with Vista and continuing through Windows 10 and beyond) and several versions of GNU/Linux, can use them for security applications. One application, trusted boot, prevents the computer from booting if the operating system has been modified (for example, by a virus). Another application, sealed storage, lets you encrypt files in such a way that they can be decrypted only on particular computers that you specify. Given today’s concerns over viruses and Internet security, it’s a safe bet that TPM chips will become pervasive. TPM is now used by nearly all PC and laptop manufacturers, particularly on professional products. Apple, however, does not include the technology in its products.
**Asserting Control: Beyond the Bounds of Copyright**

Fortress Publishers’s problem could be solved in a world of digital rights management reinforced by trusted computing, but is that something we should welcome?

For one thing, it gives Fortress a level of control over use of its material that goes far beyond the bounds of copyright law. When we buy a book today, we take for granted that we have the right to read it whenever we like and as many times as we like; read it from cover to cover or skip around; lend it to a friend; resell it; copy out a paragraph for use in a book report; donate it to a school library; open it without “phoning home” to tell Fortress we are doing so. We need no permission to do any of these things. Are we willing to give up these rights when books are digital computer files? How about music? Videos? Software? Should we care?

Now leave to one side, for a moment, the dispute between music companies and listeners. DRM and trusted computing technologies, once standard in personal computers, will have other uses. The same methods that, in one country, prohibit people from playing unlicensed songs can, in another country, prevent people from listening to unapproved political speeches or reading unapproved newspapers. Developers of DRM and trusted platforms may be creating effective technologies to control the use of information, but no one has yet devised effective methods to circumscribe the limits of that control. As one security researcher warned: “Trusted computing” means that “third parties can trust that your computer will disobey your wishes.”

Another concern with DRM is that it increases opportunities for technology lock-in and anti-competitive mischief. It is tempting to design operating systems that run only certified applications in order to protect against viruses or bogus document readers and media players. But this can easily turn into an environment where no one can market a new media player without publishers’ approval or where no one can deploy any application without first having it registered and approved by Microsoft, IBM, Google, or Apple. A software company that poses a competitive threat to established interests, such as publishers, operating system vendors, or computer manufacturers, might suddenly encounter “complications” in getting its products certified. One reason innovation has been so rapid in information technology is that the infrastructure is open: You don’t need permission to introduce new programs and devices on the Internet. A world of trusted systems could easily jeopardize this.
A third DRM difficulty is that, in the name of security and virus protection, we could easily slip into an unwinnable arms race of increasing technology lock-down that provides no real gain for content owners. As soon as attackers anywhere bypass the DRM to produce an unencrypted copy, they can distribute it—and they might be willing to go to a lot of effort to be able to do that.

Think, for example, about making unauthorized copies of movies. Very sophisticated attackers might modify the TPM hardware on their computers, putting a lot of effort into bypassing the tamper-proof chip. Here’s an even easier method: Let the TPM system operate normally but hook up a video recorder in place of the computer display. That particular attack has been anticipated by the industry with a standard that requires all high-definition video to be transmitted between devices in encrypted form. There are several efforts to protect against this kind of infringement. Microsoft implemented Output Protection Management (OPM) and Intel developed HDCP (High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection) to protect video and audio content/signals. Even these protection schemes are vulnerable: You could simply point a video recorder at the screen. The result would not be high-definition quality, but once it has been digitized, it could be sent around the Internet without any further degradation.

Content owners worried about these sorts of attacks refer to them as the analog hole, and there seems to be no technological way to prevent them. J. K. Rowling tried to prevent unauthorized Internet copies of *Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows* by not releasing an electronic version of the book at all. That did not stop a zealous fan from simply photographing every page and posting the entire book on the Web even before it was in bookstores.

In the words of one computer security expert, “Digital files cannot be made uncopyable, any more than water can be made not wet.” There is one thing for certain: The DRM approach to copyright control is difficult, frustrating, and potentially fraught with unintended consequences. Out of that frustration has emerged a third response—along with liability and DRM—to the increasing levels of copying on the Internet: outright criminalization of technology.

---

**Forbidden Technology**

The lines of text following this paragraph might be illegal to print in a book sold in the United States. We’ve omitted the middle four lines to protect ourselves and our publisher. Had we left them in, this would be a computer program, written in the Perl computer language, to unscramble encrypted DVDs. Informing you how to break DVD encryption so you could copy your DVDs would be a violation of 17 USC §1201, the *anti-circumvention* provision of the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). This section of the DMCA
outlaws technology for bypassing copyright protection. Don’t bother turning to the back of the book for a note telling you where to find the missing four lines. A New York U.S. District Judge ruled in 2000 that even providing so much as a web link to the code is a DMCA violation, and the Appeals Court agreed.38

The DMCA’s anti-circumvention rules do more than stop people from printing gibberish in books. They outlaw a broad class of technologies; they outlaw manufacturing them, selling them, writing about them, and even talking about them. That Congress took such a step shows the depth of the alarm and frustration at how easily DRM is bypassed. With §1201, Congress legislated not against copyright infringement but against bypassing itself, whether or not anything is copied afterward. If you find an encrypted web page that contains the raw text of the Bible and break the encryption order to read Genesis, that’s not copyright infringement—but it is circumvention. Circumvention is its own offense, subject to many of the same penalties as copyright infringement: statutory damages and, in some cases, imprisonment. Congress intentionally chose to make the offense independent of actual infringement. Alternative proposals that would have limited the prohibition to circumvention for the purpose of copyright infringement were considered and defeated.39

The DMCA prohibition goes further. As §1201(a)(2) decrees:

No person shall manufacture, import, offer to the public, provide, or otherwise traffic in any technology, product, service, device, component, or part thereof, that...is primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing a technological measure that effectively controls access to a work protected under [copyright].

Here the law passes from regulating behavior (circumvention) to regulating technology itself. It’s a big step, but in the words of one of the bill’s supporters at the time,

I continue to believe that we must ban devices whose major purpose is circumvention because I do not think it will work from the enforcement standpoint. That is, allowing anti-circumvention devices to proliferate freely, and outlaw only the inappropriate use of them, seems to me unlikely to deter much.40
In the arena of security, there is an odd asymmetry between the world of atoms and the world of bits. There are many published explanations of how to crack mechanical combination locks, and even of how to construct a physical master key for a building from a key to a single lock in the set. But if the lock is digital and what is behind it is *Pirates of the Caribbean*, the rules are different. Federal law prohibits publication of any explanation of how to reverse-engineer that kind of lock.

Legislators may not have seen an effective alternative, but they crafted an awkward form of regulation that begins with a broad prohibition and then grants exemptions on a case-by-case basis. The need for exemptions became apparent even as the DMCA was being drafted. A few exemptions got written into the statute. These included permission for intelligence and law enforcement agents to break encryption during the course of investigations and permission for nonprofit libraries to break the encryption on a work—but only for the purpose of deciding whether to buy it. The law also included a complex rule that allows certain types of encryption research under certain circumstances. Recognizing that needs for new exemptions would continue to arise, Congress charged the librarian of Congress to conduct hearings to review the exemptions every three years and grant new ones if appropriate.

For instance, in November 2006, after a year-long hearing process, a new exemption gave Americans the right to undo the lock-in on their mobile phones for the purpose of shifting the phone to a new cellular service provider. The ruling had a big impact nine months later, in August 2007, when Apple released its iPhone, locked to the AT&T cellular network. Users clamored to unlock their iPhones so they could be used on other networks, and several companies began selling unlocking services. But the language of the DMCA and the exemption is so murky that, while unlocking your own phone is legal, distributing unlocking software or even telling other people how to unlock their phones might still be a DMCA violation. Indeed, AT&T threatened legal action against at least one unlocking company.

Copyright Protection or Competition Avoidance?

The DMCA’s framework for regulation is a poor match to technology innovation because the lack of an appropriate exemption can stymie the deployment of a new device or a new application. Given the ferocity of industry competition, there’s the constant temptation to exploit the broad language of the prohibition as grounds for lawsuits against competitors.

In 2002, the Chamberlain garage-door company sued a maker of universal electronic garage-door openers, claiming that the universal transmitters circumvented access controls when they sent radio signals to open and close the doors. It took two years for the case to finally die at the appeals court. That
same year, Lexmark International sued a company that made replacement toner cartridges for Lexmark printers, charging that the cartridges circumvented access controls in order to function with the printer. The District Court agreed. The ruling was overturned on appeal in 2004, but in the meantime, the alternative cartridges were kept off the market for a year and a half. In 2004, Storage Technology Corporation successfully convinced the Boston District Court that it was a DMCA violation for third-party vendors to service its systems. Had the appeals court not overturned the ruling, we might now be in a situation where no independent company could service computer hardware. It would be as if Ford Tauruses came with their hoods sealed, and it was illegal for any mechanic not licensed by Ford to service them.

Lawsuits like these earned the DMCA the epithet “Digital Millennium Competition Avoidance.” Fortunately, none of the lawsuits were ultimately successful because the courts ruled that the underlying disputes weren’t sufficiently related to copyrighted material; it’s unlikely that Congress intended the DMCA to apply to garage doors. But in areas where copyright enters, the anti-competitive impact of the DMCA emerges in full force.

Imagine that the 1984 Supreme Court ruling in the Sony case had gone the other way, and the Court had declared Sony liable for copyright infringement for selling VCRs. Would VCRs have disappeared? Almost certainly not; consumers wanted them. More likely, the electronics industry would have cut a deal with the motion picture industry, giving them control over the capabilities of VCRs. VCRs would have become highly regulated machines, regulated to meet the demands of the motion picture industry. All new VCR features would need to be approved, and any feature the MPAA didn’t like would be kept off the market. The capabilities of the VCR would be under the control of the content industry.

That’s the kind of world we are living in today when it comes to digital media. If a company manufactures a product that processes digital information, it needs to be concerned about copyright infringement, even without the DMCA. This is a big concern, especially after Grokster. But suppose the device could not be used for copyright infringement. Even then, if the digital information is restricted by DRM, the product must abide by the terms of the DRM restrictions. Otherwise, that would be circumvention, so the product couldn’t be legally manufactured at all. The terms of the DRM restrictions are completely at the whim of the content provider. Once Fortress Publishers installs DRM software, it gets to dictate the behavior of any device that accesses Fortress material.

In the case of DVDs, DVD content is encrypted with an algorithm called the Content Scrambling System (CSS), developed by Matsushita and Toshiba and first introduced in 1996. As mentioned in Chapter 5, that algorithm—a textbook violation of Kerckhoffs’s Principle—was quickly broken, and underground
decryption programs are today readily found on the Internet. The censored six lines of text earlier in this chapter is one such program.

Although CSS is useless for realistic copy protection, it is invaluable as an enabler of anti-competitive technology regulation. Any company marketing a product that decrypts DVDs needs a license from the DVD Copy Control Association (DVD CCA), an organization formed in 1999. The license conditions are determined by whatever the CCA decides. For example, all DVD players must obey “region coding,” which limits them to playing DVDs made for one part of the world only, and an individual player’s region can be changed no more than five times. Region coding has nothing to do with copyright. It is there to support a motion picture industry marketing strategy of releasing movies in different parts of the world at different times. The varied license restrictions include some that companies are not even permitted to see until after they have signed the license.

**The Face of Technology Lock-in**

Suppose you are a company with an idea for an innovative DVD product. Maybe it is a home entertainment system that lets people copy and store DVDs for later watching, and you have worked out a way to do this without encouraging copyright infringement. This is an actual product. Kaleidescape, the California startup that makes it, was sued by the DVD CCA in 2004 for violating a provision of the CSS license that forces DVD players to be designed to work only when there is a physical disk present. In March 2007, a California court ruled in Kaleidescape’s favor, on the grounds that the license wasn’t clear enough. The case was appealed and went through several reversals, with the parties finally reaching a settlement in June 2014. Another startup working on a similar product at the same time folded when it failed to get venture funding, “in part due to the threat of legal action from the DVD CCA.”

The DVD technology lock-in has been in place since 2000. A similar lock-in is being implemented for high-definition cable TV. A campaign to extend the lock-in to all consumer media technology was promoted in Washington as the *broadcast flag initiative*. And more trial balloons keep being floated in the name of protecting copyright. A bill was introduced in Congress to ban home recording of satellite radio. NBC urged the Federal Communications Commission to force Internet service providers to filter all Internet traffic for copyright infringement (that is, to compel ISPs to check packets as they are passed around the Internet and to discard packets deemed to contain unauthorized material). In 2002, Congress considered a breathtakingly broad prohibition against *any* communications device that does not implement copyright control—a bill that had to be redrafted after it became apparent that the first draft would have banned heart pacemakers and hearing aids.
So, in the United States today, a technology company is free to invent a new garage-door opener without needing its design approved by the garage-door makers. It can manufacture cheaper replacement toner cartridges without approval from the printer companies. It cannot, however, create new software applications that manipulate video from Hollywood movie DVDs without permission from the DVD CCA. It cannot in principle create any new product or service around DRM-restricted digital content without getting permission, often from the very people who might regard that new product as a competitive threat.

This is the regulatory posture at the present juncture in the copyright wars. People can debate the merits of this position. Some say that the DMCA is necessary. Others claim that it has been largely ineffective in curtailing infringement, as the continuing calls for ever more severe copyright penalties demonstrate. But whatever its merits, the anti-circumvention approach is poisonous to the innovation that drives the digital age. It hobbles the rapid deployment of new products and services that interoperate with existing infrastructure. The uncertain legal risks drive away the venture capital needed to bring innovations to market.

In essence, the DMCA has enlisted the force of criminal law in the service of the lock-in shenanigans invited by DRM. It has introduced anti-competitive regulation under the guise of copyright protection. By outlawing technology for circumventing DRM, the law has, in the words of one critic, become a tool for “circumventing competition.”

Copyright Koyaanisqatsi: Life Out of Balance

1982 marked the release of an astonishing film called Koyaanisqatsi. The title is a Hopi Indian word meaning “life out of balance.” The film, which has no dialogue or narration, barrages viewers with images at once hauntingly beautiful and deeply disturbing, images that juxtapose the world of nature with the world of cities. The relentless message is that technology is destroying our ability to live harmonious, balanced lives.

In the first quarter of the twenty-first century, we inhabit a world of copyright koyaanisqatsi. Virtually every salvo in the copyright war, Congressional bill introduced, lawsuit filed, court ruling issued, or advocacy piece trumpeted, pays homage to the “traditional balance of copyright” and the need to preserve it. The truth is that the balance is gone, toppled in the digital...
explosion, which is likewise shattering the framework for any civil consensus over the disposition of information. The balance is gone for good reason.

Copyright (at least in the United States) is supposedly a deal the government strikes between the creator of a work and the public. The creator gets limited monopoly control over the work, for limited times, which provides the opportunity to benefit commercially. The public gets the benefit of having the work and also gets to use it without restriction after the monopoly has expired. The parameters of the deal have evolved over the years, generally in the direction of a stronger monopoly. Under the first U.S. copyright law, enacted in 1790, copyright lasted a maximum of 28 years. Today, it lasts until 70 years after the author’s death.

In principle, however, it’s still a deal.

It is an enormously complex deal, and it is easy see why. Today’s copyright law is the outcome of 200 years of wrangling, negotiating, and compromising. The first copyright statute was printed in its entirety in two newspaper columns of the Columbian Centinel, shown in Figure 6.3. As the enlarged text insert shows, the law covered only maps, charts, and books, and it granted exclusive rights to “print, reprint, publish, or vend.” The period of copyright was 14 years (with a 14-year renewal). Today’s statute runs to more than 200 pages. It’s a Byzantine stew peppered with exceptions, qualifications, and arcane provisions. You can’t make a public performance of a musical work unless you’re an agricultural society at an agricultural fair. You can’t freely copy written works, but you can if you’re an association for the blind and you’re making an edition of the work in Braille (but not if the work is a standardized test). A radio station can’t broadcast a recording without a license from the music publisher, but it doesn’t need a license from the record company—but that’s only if it’s an analog broadcast. For digital satellite radio, you need licenses from both (but there are exceptions).

It is a law written for specialists, not for ordinary people. Even ordinary lawyers have trouble interpreting it. But that never mattered because the copyright deal never was about ordinary people. The so-called copyright balance was largely a balancing act among competing business interests. The evolution of copyright law has been a story of the relevant players sitting down at the table and working things out, with Congress generally following suit. Ordinary people were not involved because ordinary people had no real ability to publish, and they had nothing to bring to the table.
Figure 6.3 The first U.S. copyright law—“An Act for the Encouragement of Learning.” It was printed as the first two columns of the July 17, 1790, edition of the *Columbian Centinel*. Note George Washington’s signature on the bill at the bottom of the second column. (Harvard University Library)

**Late to the Table**

The digital explosion has changed the landscape by making it easy for anyone to copy and distribute information on a worldwide scale. We can all be publishers now. The public is now a party to the copyright deal—but the game has been going on for 200 years, and the hands were dealt long ago.

When people come to the table with their new publishing power, expecting to take full advantage of information technology, they find that there are possibilities that seem attractive, easy, and natural but for which the public’s rights have already been “balanced” away. Among the lost opportunities are copying a DVD to a portable player, making the video clip equivalent of an audio mixtape, placing a favorite cartoon or a favorite song on a Facebook page, or adding your own creative input to a work of art you love and sharing that with the world.

People resent it when acts like these are denounced as theft and piracy. As a contributor to a computer bulletin board quipped, “My first-grade teacher told me I should share, and now they’re telling me it’s illegal.”
That resentment can easily grow to a sense of moral outrage. In the words of Electronic Frontier Foundation founder John Gilmore:

What is wrong is that we have invented the technology to eliminate scarcity, but we are deliberately throwing it away to benefit those who profit from scarcity. We now have the means to duplicate any kind of information that can be compactly represented in digital media. We should be rejoicing in mutually creating a heaven on earth! Instead, those crabbed souls who make their living from perpetuating scarcity are sneaking around, convincing co-conspirators to chain our cheap duplication technology so that it won’t make copies—at least not of the kind of goods they want to sell us. This is the worst sort of economic protectionism—beggaring your own society for the benefit of an inefficient local industry.\textsuperscript{54}

But one person’s sharing can be another person’s theft, and the other side in the copyright war has no shortage of its own moral outrage. The motion picture industry estimates that the retail value of unauthorized movie copies floating around the Internet is more than \$7 billion. As Dan Glickman, then president of the MPAA, put it:

We will not welcome...theft masquerading as technology. No business, including the movies, can keep its doors open, its employees paid, and
its customers satisfied if pirates and thieves are allowed to run ramshackle over this country’s basic protection of the right of individuals to the ownership of their creative expressions, and to benefit from those expressions and that ownership.\(^5\)

This is not “balance.” It’s a nasty firefight filled with indignation, recriminations, and a path of escalating punishments and anti-competitive regulation in the name of copyright law. As collateral damage of the battle, innovation is being held hostage.

**Toward De-escalation**

Getting off that path requires freeing ourselves of old ideas and perspectives. Difficult as that seems, there are grounds for optimism. During 2007, the recording industry made a major shift away from reliance on digital rights management. In addition to restraints it imposes on technology, DRM is an inconvenience both for consumers and publishers. There has been an increasing public acknowledgment of the downsides of DRM not only by consumer groups but by the industry itself.

One of the first visible moves was an announcement in February 2007 by Apple’s Steve Jobs, in the form of an open letter to recording industry executives, asking them to relax the licensing restrictions that required Apple to implement DRM on iTunes music. In Jobs’s view, a world of online stores selling DRM-free music that could play on any player would be “clearly the best alternative for consumers, and Apple would embrace it in a heartbeat.”\(^5\)

The industry reacted coldly, but other groups chimed in to agree with Jobs. In March, MusicLoad, one of Europe’s largest online music retailers, came out against DRM, noting that 75% of its customer service calls were due to DRM. MusicLoad asserted that DRM makes using music difficult for consumers and hinders the development of a mass market for legal downloads. In November, the British Entertainment Retailers Association also came out against DRM. Its director general claimed that copy protection mechanisms were “stifling growth and working against the consumer interest.”\(^5\)

By the summer of 2007, Apple iTunes and (separately) Universal Music Group began releasing music tracks that could be freely copied.\(^5\) The iTunes tracks contained information (“watermarks”) identifying the original purchaser from iTunes. That way, if large numbers of unauthorized copies would appear on the Internet, the original purchaser could be traced and held accountable.

A few months later, even that level of restriction was vanishing.\(^6\) By the beginning of 2008, all four major music labels—Universal, EMI, Warner, and Sony/BMG—were releasing music for sale through Amazon without watermarks that identified individual buyers. It was a remarkable about-face over
the course of a year. When Jobs made his February 2007 proposal, Warner Music CEO Edgar Bronfman flat-out rejected the idea as "completely without logic or merit." Before the end of the year, Warner was announcing that it would sell DRM-free music on Amazon, with Bronfman explaining in a note to employees:

By removing a barrier to the sale and enjoyment of audio downloads, we bring an energy-sapping debate to a close and allow ourselves to refocus on opportunities and products that will benefit not only WMG, but our artists and our consumers as well.

---

**Using Watermarking**

Using watermarking rather than copy restrictions and access control is an example of a general approach to regulation through accountability rather than restriction. This idea is to not try to prohibit violations in advance but make it possible to identify violations when they occur and deal with them then. The same perspective can apply in privacy, as mentioned in Chapter 3, "Who Owns Your Privacy?" where one can focus on the appropriate use of personal information rather than restricting access to it.

The increasing recognition that the DRM approach was failing sparked experiments with other models for distributing music on the Internet. Universal talked to Sony and other labels about a subscription service, where users would pay a fixed fee and then get as much music as they wanted. One plan linked the service to a new hardware device, where the price of the service would be folded into the price of the hardware.

The general failure of DRM to provide an acceptable user experience was one, of many, factors that led to a seismic shift in how music is purchased and consumed. Record collections are relegated to museums. CDs and DVDs are sufficiently rare that laptops no longer include readers for them. Apple experienced an economic renaissance when it began selling songs for $.99 on iTunes. After 18 years, iTunes was finally laid to rest, replaced by Apple Music.

In 2019, according to the Nielsen mid-year report, 78% of music was consumed through streaming services, and only 5% through digital track sales. The most popular song of the year, “Old Town Road,” sold 958,000, but was streamed more than 1.3 billion times.

A complementary approach to streaming services promotes sharing of music and other creative works in a way that enriches the common culture, by making it easy for creators to distribute their own work and to build on each other’s work. Creative Commons is an organization that provides technical and legal tools to encourage sharing. This organization distributes a
family of copyright licenses that creators can use for publishing their works on the Internet, including licenses that permit open sharing. The licenses are expressed both as legal documents and as computer code that can support new applications. If a work appears on the Web with the appropriate Creative Commons code, for example, search engines might return references to it when asked to find material that can be used under specified licensing conditions. Stimulating open sharing on the Internet is an example of moving toward a commons—that is, a system of sharing that minimizes the need for fine-grained property restrictions. (Chapter 8, “Bits in the Air,” includes more on the notion of a commons.)

Experience with these and other approaches will show whether there are economically viable models for distributing music that do not rely upon DRM. Success could pave the way for the motion picture industry and other publishers to get off the anticircumvention path—a dead end that has been more effective at harming innovation than at stopping infringement, and which even some of the original architects of the policy are now acknowledging as a failed approach.

Even then, however, the larger problems created by the DMCA would not fade away because policies locked into law are not easily unlocked. If the content industry moves to better business models and the DRM battles subside, the DMCA’s anticircumvention provisions may continue to be anti-consumer, anti-competitive blots on the digital landscape. Unless repealed from the legal code, they would remain as battlefield relics of a war that was settled by peaceful means—unexploded ordnance that a litigious business could still use in ways unrelated to the law’s original intent.

### The Limits of Property

For decades, the fights over digital music and digital video have been the front line of the copyright wars. Perhaps innovations and experiments that are already under way will help defuse those battles. The enormous potential of the Internet for good—and for profit—need not be sacrificed to combat its abuse. If you do not like what others are doing with the Internet, the Internet does not have to become your enemy—unless you make it your enemy.
The indignation over copyright is intense. The interest in new approaches, such as accountability and commons, suggests the deeper source of the discomfort with the metaphors of property and theft when applied to words and music. The copyright balance that is being toppled by digitization is not just the traditional tension between creator and the public. It is the balance between the individual and society that underlies our notions of property itself. Accountability and commons are attempts to find substitutes for the ever-expanding property restrictions imposed in the name of digital copyright law.

When we characterize movies, songs, and books as "property," we evoke visceral metaphors of freedom and independence: "my parcel of land versus your parcel of land." But the digital explosion is fracturing these property metaphors. "My parcel of land" might be different from "your parcel of land," but when both parcels are blown to clouds of bits, the clouds swirl together. The property lines that would separate them vanish in a fog of network packets.

And perhaps the fences have started to come down. January 1, 2019, was the first day in 20 years that a tranche of new works entered the public domain. After the 1998 Copyright Term Extension Act added 20 years to existing terms of copyright, works stopped becoming freely available regularly. The Sonny Bono Act (named after the deceased entertainer whose wife and congressional successor said "Sonny wanted the term of copyright protection to last forever") extended copyright to a period 70 years after the death of the author, or 95 years for works of corporate authorship. By that standard Windows 95 wouldn’t come out of copyright until 2090, long after its bits had become irrelevant.

Some in the copyright trenches had feared that the copyright lobby would try to extend the terms further, like Disney, seeking to extend the life of Mickey Mouse. In 2019, however, the "limited times" of the constitutional clause finally kicked back in, and works published in 1923 reached the public free and clear. Americans can now reprint Robert Frost’s Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening and Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet, improvise to George Gershwin’s American in Paris, and even remix Cecil B. DeMille’s The Ten Commandments.

**Learning to Fly Through the Digital Clouds**

In 2004, Google embarked on a project to index the book collections of several large libraries for Google’s search engine. The idea was that when you
searched on the Web, you could find books relevant to your search query, together with a snippet of text from the book. As Google described it, the company wanted to create “an enhanced card catalog of the world’s books,” and this should be no more controversial than any other card catalog.

The Association of American Publishers (AAP) and the Authors’ Guild objected to the Google book project and sued Google for copyright infringement. In the words of AAP President Patricia Schroeder, “Google is seeking to make millions of dollars by freeloading on the talent and property of authors and publishers.” The president of the Authors’ Guild equates including a book in the project with stealing the work. At issue is the fact that Google is scanning the books and making copies in order to create the search index, and the case would turn on legal technicalities about whether this scanning constituted copyright infringement.

After a seven-year legal battle, the parties reached a settlement agreement with the American Association of Publishers. The detailed terms are confidential, though in their press releases, the parties acknowledged the complexity of allowing digital access while maintaining copyright protections.69

That wasn’t the end of the story. The AAP and Author’s Guild parted ways in the middle of the lawsuit. The Author’s Guild continued their litigation through 2016 when the Supreme Court, by refusing to hear the appeal, allowed the rule in favor of Google to stand.

The library project would benefit Google by making its search engine more valuable, and Google was indeed scanning the books without permission from the copyright holders. Is the company “appropriating property” and extracting value from it without compensating the owners and without even asking for permission? Should Google be permitted to do that? In 2020, as the COVID-19 pandemic shuttered physical lending libraries, the non-profit Internet Archive stepped into the gap with a “National Emergency Library” offering short-term controlled digital lending—and publishers sued.70 If you write a book, and that’s “property” that you “own,” how far should the limits of your ownership extend?

As a society, we have faced this kind of question before. If a stream runs through your land, do you own the water in the stream? Are there limits to your ownership? Can you pump out that water and sell it—even if that would cause water shortages downstream? What about the obligations of landowners upstream from you? These were major controversial issues in the western United States in the nineteenth century, which eventually resulted in codifying a system of limited property rights that landowners have to the water running through their land.

Suppose an airplane flies over your land. Is that trespassing? Suppose the plane is flying very low. How far upward do your property rights extend? From ancient times, property rights were held to reach upward indefinitely.
Perhaps airlines should be required to seek permission from every landowner whose property their planes traverse. Imagine being faced with that regulatory question at the dawn of the aviation age. Should we require airlines to obtain that permission out of respect for property and ownership? That might have seemed reasonable at a time when planes flew at only a few thousand feet. But had society done that, what would have been the implications for innovation in air travel? Would we ever have seen the emergence of transcontinental flight, or would the path to that technology have been blocked by thickets of regulation? Congress forestalled the growth of those thickets by nationalizing the navigable airspace in 1926.

Similarly, should we require Google to get permission from every book’s copyright holder before including it in the index? It seems somewhat reasonable—and in fact other book indexing projects are underway that do seek that permission. Yet perhaps book search is the fledging digital equivalent of the low-flying aircraft. Can we envision the future transcontinental flights, where books, music, images, and videos are automatically extracted, sampled, mixed, and remixed; fed into massive automated reasoning engines; assimilated into the core software of every personal computer and every cell phone—and thousands of other things for which the words don’t even exist yet?

What’s the proper balance? How far “upward” into the bursting information space should property rights extend? What should ownership even mean when we’re talking about bits? We don’t know, and finding answers won’t be easy. But somehow, we must learn to fly.

The digital explosion casts information every which way, breaching established boundaries of property. Technologies have confounded copyright—the rules that would regulate and restrain bits in their flight. Technological solutions have been brought to bear on the problems technology created. Those solutions created de facto policies of their own, bypassing the considerations of public interest on which copyright was balanced.

**COPYRIGHT AND WEB SEARCHING**

If you believe that the Google library project violates copyright, you might wonder whether search engines themselves infringe copyright by caching and indexing websites and providing links. This claim has been the source of lawsuits, but the courts have been rejecting it. In *Field v. Google* (2006), a Nevada District Court ruled that Google’s caching and indexing of websites is permissible. One of the factors in the ruling was that Google stores web pages in its cache only temporarily. In *Perfect 10 v. Google* (2007), the Ninth Circuit Court denied an adult magazine’s request for a preliminary injunction to prevent Google from linking to its site and posting thumbnail images from it.
Property lines are not the only boundaries the explosion is breaching, and copyright is not the only arena in which information regulation is challenged. Bits fly across national borders. They fly into private homes and public places carrying content that is unwanted, even harmful—content that has historically been restricted, not by copyright, but by regulations against defamation and pornography. Yet the bits fly anyway, and that is the conundrum to which we now turn in the next chapter.
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